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In Jordan, where Palestinians comprise two-thirds of the population, a gender-biased nationality law forbids Jordanian women, but not Jordanian men, from passing their citizenships to their children. In this talk, I present archival evidence that dependent nationality originated during the British Mandate for Palestine and not, as is widely believed, from ‘The Qur’an. Citing national security, Jordan, uses dependent nationality to close paths to Jordanian citizenship to preserve Palestinians’ “right of return” to a future Palestine. The state has relied on discourse of tradition and Islam to contrast Palestinian-Jordanians to East Bank Jordanians, who are produced in turn as “exceptional citizens.” Saving the security state requires exceptional Jordanians to keep Jordan for Jordanian-Jordanians. Given the colonial and postcolonial ordering of the Middle East conflict, East Bank Jordanians rearticulate their exceptionality by conflating colonial legacies of sexual control with religious discourses about the sacred. In detail anxieties about citizenship, marriage/polygamy, and so-called “undesirable women” surrounding the 1925 Order-in-Council that introduced dependent nationality to the Middle East, I provide a counter-narrative to the local and global debates that see dependent nationality as emanating from Islam. I argue that marriage and sovereignty have been intertwined in how ethnosexual difference in Jordan is situated in colonial vocabularies of “palestinism,” which I theorize in terms of racialized citizenship.
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